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The universal quantum invariant
and colored ideal triangulations

SAKIE SUZUKI

The Drinfeld double of a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra is a quasitriangular Hopf
algebra with the canonical element as the universal R–matrix, and one can obtain a
ribbon Hopf algebra by adding the ribbon element. The universal quantum invariant
of framed links is constructed using a ribbon Hopf algebra. In that construction, a
copy of the universal R–matrix is attached to each crossing, and invariance under the
Reidemeister III move is shown by the quantum Yang–Baxter equation of the universal
R–matrix. On the other hand, the Heisenberg double of a finite-dimensional Hopf
algebra has the canonical element (the S–tensor) satisfying the pentagon relation. In
this paper we reconstruct the universal quantum invariant using the Heisenberg double,
and extend it to an invariant of equivalence classes of colored ideal triangulations
of 3–manifolds up to colored moves. In this construction, a copy of the S–tensor is
attached to each tetrahedron, and invariance under the colored Pachner .2; 3/ moves
is shown by the pentagon relation of the S–tensor.
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1 Introduction

The universal quantum invariant (see Lawrence [21; 22] and Ohtsuki [28]) associated
to a ribbon Hopf algebra is an invariant of framed tangles in a cube which has the
universal property over Reshetikhin–Turaev invariants [29]. The relationship between
the universal quantum invariant and 3–dimensional, global, topological properties of
tangles is not well understood, mainly because of the 2–dimensional definition using
link diagrams. In this paper, we give a reconstruction of the universal quantum invariant
using colored ideal triangulations of tangle complements and give an extension of
the universal quantum invariant to an invariant of equivalence classes of colored ideal
triangulations of 3–manifolds up to colored moves. We expect that our framework will
become a new method to study the quantum invariants in a 3–dimensional way.

1.1 Reconstruction and extension of the universal quantum invariant

In the theory of quantum groups there are two doubles of a finite-dimensional Hopf alge-
bra A. One is the Drinfeld double D.A/ and the other is the Heisenberg double H.A/.
They are both isomorphic to A�˝A as vector spaces.

The Drinfeld double D.A/ is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra with a canonical element
R 2 D.A/˝2 as the universal R–matrix, which satisfies the quantum Yang–Baxter
equation

R12R13R23 DR23R13R12I

see eg Drinfel’d [11] and Majid [24; 25]. One can obtain a ribbon Hopf algebra D.A/�

by adding the ribbon element � . In what follows we assume that the universal quantum
invariant is associated to D.A/� for a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra A.

The Heisenberg double H.A/ is a generalization of the Heisenberg algebras; see
Kapranov [15], Lu [23] and Semenov, Tian and Shansky [30]. Baaj and Skandalis [1]
and Kashaev [18] showed that a canonical element S 2H.A/˝2 , which we call the
S–tensor, satisfies the pentagon relation

S12S13S23 D S23S12:

Kashaev [18] also constructed an algebra embedding �W D.A/! H.A/˝H.A/op

such that the image of the universal R–matrix is a product of four variants of the
S–tensor:

(1-1) �˝2.R/D S 0014S13
zS24S 023 2 .H.A/˝H.A/op/˝2;
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The universal quantum invariant and colored ideal triangulations 3365

where S 0 , S 00 and zS are the images of S by maps constructed from the antipode; see
Theorem 3.4.

The situation (1-1) reminds us of the situation of an octahedral triangulation (see
Cho, Kim and Kim [10], Weeks [33] and Yokota [34]) of the complement of a link in
S3 n f˙1g, where an octahedron consisting of four tetrahedra is associated to each
crossing of a link diagram.1 Actually, corresponding to the formula (1-1), Kashaev [17]
constructed the R–matrix consisting of four quantum dilogarithms defined by Faddeev
and Kashaev [12], and gave a link invariant. Baseilhac and Benedetti [5] also constructed
the R–matrix consisting of four quantum dilogarithms, each of which is associated to
tetrahedron in a singular triangulation of a 3–manifold, and they recovered Kashaev’s
R–matrix. Hikami and Inoue [13; 14] constructed the R–matrix consisting of four
mutations in a cluster algebra. Here a mutation is associated to a flip of triangulated
surface, where a flip is obtained by attaching a tetrahedron to the surface. They also
recovered Kashaev’s R–matrix up to a gauge transformation.

In this context, it is natural to ask if we can reconstruct the universal quantum invariant
of a tangle using an octahedral triangulation of its complement, where a copy of the
S–tensor is associated to each tetrahedron in the octahedral triangulation.

The answer is yes, and in this paper we give such a reconstruction. Here, we would
like to stress that we can construct the universal quantum invariant using the S–tensor
by simply rewriting the universal R–matrix by (variants of) the S–tensor using �˝2 .
However, an important result is that we give a way to relate a copy of the S–tensor to
an ideal tetrahedron in an octahedral triangulation, and a way to read these copies of
the S–tensor to obtain the universal quantum invariant. The framework of the above
reconstruction enables us to extend the universal quantum invariant to an invariant for
colored singular triangulations of 3–manifolds up to colored moves.2

1.2 Universal quantum invariant as a state-sum invariant with weights in
a noncommutative ring

Let us explain the nature of the coloring on a singular triangulation from a viewpoint
of state-sum constructions.

1Throughout this paper we consider only topological ideal triangulations, and we do not consider
geometric structures on them.

2The universal quantum invariant of a tangle is an isotopy invariant, while the extended universal
quantum invariant of the complement of the tangle is not a topological invariant. That is because there is a
canonical coloring for the complement of a tangle, and the universal quantum invariant of a tangle is equal
to the extended universal quantum invariant of its complement with the canonical coloring.
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One can obtain a state-sum invariant of tangles and 3–manifolds by associating a
6j –symbol to each tetrahedron in a triangulation of a 3–manifold, where the values of
the 6j –symbol on colors on the edges of a tetrahedron give a weight of the state sum;
see Ocneanu [27] and Turaev and Viro [32].

In the context of hyperbolic geometry, there are several attempts to construct a state-sum
invariant of hyperbolic links and hyperbolic 3–manifolds such that, to each tetrahedron,
one associates Faddeev and Kashaev’s quantum dilogarithm, and the values of them
on the cross ratio moduli of hyperbolic ideal triangulation give weights of the state
sum. It seems that the first relation between quantum state sums and hyperbolic
geometry is by Kashaev [16]. For an odd integer N > 1, he proposed a state sum for
triangulations of pairs .M;L/ of a closed oriented 3–manifold M and a link L in M

using the cyclic 6j –symbol R.p; q; r/ of the Borel subalgebra of Uq.sl2/. He also
showed that R.p; q; r/ is obtained from certain operators S and ‰p;q;r on CN ˝CN,
where S satisfies a certain pentagon relation and ‰p;q;r satisfies a version of the
quantum dilogarithm identity. A semiclassical limit of this identity gives Rogers’s
identity for Euler’s dilogarithm, and this fact seems to lead Kashaev [19] to his famous
conjecture about the relationship between his invariant and the hyperbolic volumes of
link complements.

Murakami and Murakami [26] showed that Kashaev’s R–matrix is conjugate (up to
scalar multiplication) to that of the colored Jones polynomial JN with q D exp 2� i

N

and an N –dimensional irreducible representation of Uq.sl2/. This result also showed
that, in the case of links in the three-sphere, the Kashaev state sums lead to well-
defined invariants. Murakami and Murakami’s construction could be seen as a state-
sum invariant with a weight associated to a crossing, consisting of four quantum
dilogarithms.

Baseilhac and Benedetti [2; 3; 4; 5] constructed quantum hyperbolic invariants (QHI)
for triples .M;L; r/, where M is a compact oriented 3–manifold, L is a nonempty link
in M , and r is a flat principal bundle over M with structure group PSL.2;C/. These
invariants are obtained by adapting and generalizing the constructions of Kashaev, and in
the case where M is the three-sphere and r is the trivial flat bundle, they recovered the
Kashaev invariants. In [6], they reorganized QHI as invariants for tuples .M;L; r; �/,
where � is a family of cohomological classes called weights. In this version, the QHI
are defined by state sums, where tensors called matrix dilogarithms (related to the
cyclic 6j –symbols R.p; q; r/) are associated to tetrahedra in a singular triangulation.
The arguments of the matrix dilogarithms are certain special systems of N th roots
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of hyperbolic shape parameters on the tetrahedra, encoding the flat bundle r and the
weights � .

On the other hand, the universal quantum invariant could be seen as a state-sum invariant
with weights being tensors of a ribbon Hopf algebra; a weight is associated to each
fundamental tangle (see Figure 2), in particular, a copy of the universal R–matrix is
associated to each crossing, and one takes products of the weights in the order following
the orientations of strands of a tangle (see Section 2.2 for the precise definition). We
would like to apply this framework to a state-sum construction using triangulations; ie
our motto (framework) is:

Using an element S satisfying a pentagon relation in a (noncommutative)
algebra, construct a state-sum invariant of 3–manifolds by associating a
copy of S to each tetrahedron of a (singular) triangulation.

The state-sum invariants using 6j –symbols (resp. quantum dilogarithms) could be
treated in this framework as functions, rather than as their values in C , on colors on
edges of tetrahedra (resp. cross ratio moduli of ideal tetrahedra [6]), and we expect
to obtain those invariants from the universal quantum invariant naturally keeping this
framework.

In the above framework one does not need to fix colors on the edges of a tetrahedron
or cross ratio modulus of an ideal tetrahedron, and for the proof of invariance of state
sums, instead of the pentagon identity of 6j –symbols or of quantum dilogarithms, one
would work with an algebraic pentagon relation. Moreover, we expect that such an
invariant involves combinatorial information of a triangulation in its noncommutative
algebra structure, including the consistency and the completeness conditions of ideal
triangulations when we fix cross ratio moduli.

When we use a (singular) triangulation, we do not have a canonical order on the set
of weights on tetrahedra in the triangulation. Thus we need to fix an order; then we
naturally come to a notion of the colored singular triangulation:3 Each tetrahedron
is attached to two strands, and strands are connected globally in the triangulation.
Then a copy of the S–tensor is associated to the two strands of each tetrahedron, and

3The notion of colored singular triangulations can be interpreted by the notion of branchings; see
Baseilhac and Benedetti [6; 7], Benedetti and Petronio [8; 9] and Remark 6.1. In this paper we keep
the former one since it is defined combinatorially and fit to our purpose. When one would like to see
geometric properties of state sums, then the latter one would make more sense.
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we can read the copies of the S–tensor in the order following the orientations of the
strands. Corresponding to the Pachner .2; 3/ move and the .0; 2/ move of singular
triangulations, we define colored Pachner .2; 3/ moves and colored .0; 2/ moves of
colored singular triangulations. The extension of the universal quantum invariant is an
invariant of colored singular triangulations up to certain colored moves. In this paper
these strands first arise from a tangle diagram, and then we consider strands more
generally in singular triangulations of topological spaces.

Organization

Section 2 is devoted to the definition of the universal quantum invariant associated
to a ribbon Hopf algebra. In Section 3 we recall the Drinfeld double D.A/ and the
Heisenberg double H.A/ of a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra A, where the universal
R–matrix in D.A/˝2 and the S–tensor in H.A/˝2 satisfy the quantum Yang–Baxter
equation and the pentagon equation, respectively. We also recall from [18] how these
elements are related via an embedding of D.A/ into H.A/˝H.A/op . In Section 4 we
give a reconstruction of the universal quantum invariant using the Heisenberg double.
In Section 5 we define colored diagrams and extend the universal quantum invariant to
an invariant of colored diagrams up to colored moves. Sections 6 and 7 are devoted
to 3–dimensional descriptions of the reconstruction and the extension of the universal
quantum invariant. In Section 6 we define colored singular triangulations of topological
spaces. The universal quantum invariant can be considered as an invariant of the
colored singular triangulations. In Section 7 we define colored ideal triangulations of
tangle complements4 arising from octahedral triangulations, which have been studied
in eg [10; 34] in the context of the hyperbolic geometry.
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Figure 1: A tangle and its diagram

2 Universal quantum invariant

In this paper, a tangle means a proper embedding in a cube Œ0; 1�3 of a compact, oriented
1–manifold, whose boundary points are on the two parallel lines Œ0; 1�� f0; 1g �

˚
1
2

	
.

A tangle diagram is obtained from the projection pW .x;y; z/ 7! .x;y; 0/ to the
.x;y/–plane; see Figure 1. A framed tangle is a tangle equipped with a trivialization of
its normal tangent bundle, which is presented in a diagram by the blackboard framing.

2.1 Ribbon Hopf algebras

Let .A; �A;mA; "A; �A; A/ be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field k , with
k–linear maps

�AW k!A; "AW A! k; mAW A˝A!A; �AW A!A˝A; AW A!A;

which are called unit, counit, multiplication, comultiplication, and antipode, respectively.
We will omit the subscript A of each map above when there is no confusion.

For distinct integers 1� j1; : : : ; jm � l and x D
P

x1˝ � � �˝xm 2A˝m , we write

(2-1) x
.l/
j1:::jm

D

X
.x1/j1

� � � .xm/jm
2A˝l ;

where .xi/ji
denotes the element in A˝l obtained by placing xi on the j th

i tensorand, ie

.xi/ji
D 1˝ � � �˝xi ˝ � � �˝ 1;

where xi is at the ji
th position. For example, for x D

P
x1 ˝ x2 ˝ x3 , we have

x .3/
312
D
P

x2˝x3˝x1 . Abusing the notation, we will omit the superscript of x
.l/
j1:::jm

and write xj1:::jm
.
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For k–modules V , W , we define the symmetry map

(2-2) �V;W W V ˝W !W ˝V; a˝ b 7! b˝ a:

A quasitriangular Hopf algebra .A;�;m; ";�;;R/ is a Hopf algebra .A;�;m; ";�; /
with an invertible element R 2A˝2 , called the universal R–matrix, such that

�op.x/DR�.x/R�1 for x2A; .�˝1/.R/DR13R23; .1˝�/.R/DR13R12;

where �op D �A;A ı�.

A ribbon Hopf algebra .A; �;m; ";�; ;R; r/, see eg [17], is a quasitriangular Hopf
algebra .A; �;m; ";�; ;R/ with a central, invertible element r 2A, called the ribbon
element, such that

r2
D u .u/;  .r/D r; ".r/D 1; �.r/D .R21R/�1.r˝ r/;

where

(2-3) uD
X

S.ˇ/˛;

with RD
P
˛˝ˇ .

2.2 Universal quantum invariant for framed tangles

In this section, we recall the universal quantum invariant [28; 21; 22] for framed tangles
associated to a ribbon Hopf algebra .A; �;m; ";�; ;R; r/.

Let T D T1[ � � � [Tn be an n–component, framed, ordered tangle.

Set
N D Spankfab� ba j a; b 2Ag �A:

For i D 1; : : : ; n, let
Ai D

�
A if @Ti 6D∅;
A=N if @Ti D∅:

We define the universal quantum invariant J.T / 2 A1˝ � � � ˝An in three steps as
follows. We follow the notation in [31].

Figure 2: Fundamental tangles, where the orientation of each strand is arbitrary
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. 0˝  0/.R/

. 0˝  0/.R�1/
u��1

u�1�

Figure 3: How to place labels on the fundamental tangles

Step 1 (choose a diagram) We choose a diagram D of T which is obtained by
pasting, horizontally and vertically, copies of the fundamental tangles depicted in
Figure 2.

Step 2 (attach labels) We attach labels on the copies of the fundamental tangles in
the diagram, following the rule described in Figure 3, where each  0 should be replaced
with  if the string is oriented upwards, and with the identity otherwise. We do not
attach any label to the other copies of fundamental tangles, ie to a straight strand and
to a local maximum or minimum oriented from right to left.

Step 3 (read the labels) We define the i th tensorand of J.D/ as the product of the
labels on the i th component of D , where the labels are read off along Ti reversing the
orientation, and written from left to right. Here, if Ti is a closed component, then we
choose arbitrary point pi on Ti and read the label from pi . The labels on the crossings
are read as in Figure 4.

As is well known [28], J.T / WD J.D/ does not depend on the choice of the diagram
and the basepoints pi , and thus defines an isotopy invariant of tangles.

. 0˝  0/.R/

D

P
 0.˛/  0.ˇ/

. 0˝  0/.R�1/

D

P
 0.˛�/  0.ˇ�/

Figure 4: How to read the labels on crossings, where R�1 D
P
˛�˝ˇ�
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C1 C2

C D

. ˝ 1/R

.1˝  /R

Figure 5: A tangle diagram C (left) and the label placed on C (right)

For example, for the tangle C D C1[C2 shown in Figure 5, we have

(2-4) J.C /D
X

 .˛/ .ˇ0/˝˛0ˇ;

where RD
P
˛˝ˇ D

P
˛0˝ˇ0 .

3 Drinfeld double and Heisenberg double

Let .A; �;m; ";�;  / be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra. Let A� D Homk.A; k/.
Define the pairing

(3-1) h ; iW A�˝A! k; f ˝x 7! f .x/;

and extend it to

h ; iW .A�/˝n
˝A˝n

! k

for n� 1 by

hf1˝ � � �˝fn;x1˝ � � �˝xni D hf1;x1i � � � hfn;xni:

Then the dual Hopf algebra

A� D .A�; �A�D"
�;mA�D�

�; "A�D�
�; �A�Dm�; A�D

�/

is defined using the transposes of the morphisms of A, ie is defined uniquely by

h"�.a/;xi D a".x/; a 2 k; x 2A;

h��.f ˝g/;xi D hf ˝g; �.x/i; f;g 2A�; x 2A;

��.f /aD hf; �.a/i; f 2A�; a 2 k;

hm�.f /;x˝yi D hf;m.x˝y/i; f 2A�; x;y 2A;

h �.f /;xi D hf;  .x/i; f 2A�; x 2A:
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3.1 Drinfeld double and Yang–Baxter equation

For any finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with invertible antipode, the Drinfeld quantum
double construction gives a quasitriangular Hopf algebra [11]. Here, we follow the
notation in [20].

Let .A; �;m; ";�; ; �1/ be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with invertible an-
tipode, Aop D .A; �;mop; ";�; �1;  / the opposite Hopf algebra and .Aop/� D

.A�; "�; ��; ��; .mop/�; .�1/�;  �/ the dual of the opposite Hopf algebra, where
mop Dm ı �A;A . For simplicity, we set

x D �1:

Let �.0/ D id and �.n/ D .�˝1˝n�1/�.n�1/ for n� 1. In what follows, for x 2A

or x 2A� , we use the notation

�.x/D�.1/.x/D
X

x0˝x00 D
X

x.1/˝x.2/;

.�˝ 1/�.x/D�.2/.x/D
X

x0˝x00˝x000 D
X

x.1/˝x.2/˝x.3/;

�.n/.x/D
X

x.1/˝ � � �˝x.nC1/

for n� 3. We have

.mop/�.f /D�op.f /D
X

f 00˝f 0

for f 2 .Aop/� .5

There is a unique left action

A˝ .Aop/�! .Aop/�; a˝f 7! a �f;

such that
ha �f;xi D

X
hf; x .a00/xa0i;

for a;x 2A and f 2 .Aop/� , which induces the left A–module coalgebra structure on
.Aop/� . Also, there is a unique right action

A˝ .Aop/�!A; a˝f 7! af ;

such that
af D

X
f .x .a000/a0/a00

for a2A and f 2 .Aop/� , which induces the right .Aop/�–module coalgebra structure
on A.

5In [20], Kassel uses the notation �op.f /D
P
f 0˝f 00 .
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The Drinfeld double

D.A/D ..Aop/�˝A; �D.A/;mD.A/; "D.A/; �D.A/; D.A/;R/

is the quasitriangular Hopf algebra defined as the bicrossed product of A and .Aop/� .
Its unit, counit and comultiplication are given by those of .Aop/�˝A; ie we have

�D.A/.1/D �.Aop/�˝A.1/ D 1˝ 1;

"D.A/.f ˝ a/D ".Aop/�˝A.f ˝ a/ D f .1/".a/;

�D.A/.f ˝ a/D�.Aop/�˝A.f ˝ a/D
X

f 00˝ a0˝f 0˝ a00

for a 2A and f 2 .Aop/� . Its multiplication is given by

(3-2) mD.A/..f ˝a/˝.g˝b//D
X

f .a0 �g00/˝a00g
0

bD
X

fg.x .a000/?a0/˝a00b

for a; b 2 A and f;g 2 .Aop/� , where the question mark ? denotes the place of the
variable. Its antipode is given by

D.A/.f ˝ a/D
X

 .a00/ � x �.f 0/˝  .a0/x
�.f 00/

for a 2A and f 2 .Aop/� .

Fix a basis feaga2I of A and its dual basis feaga2I of A� . The universal R–matrix
is defined as the canonical element

RD
X

a

.1˝ ea/˝ .e
a
˝ 1/ 2D.A/˝D.A/:

3.2 Heisenberg double and pentagon relation

Let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with an invertible antipode as in the previous
section. The Heisenberg double

H.A/D .A�˝A; �H .A/;mH .A//

is the algebra with the unit �H .A/.1/D �A�˝A.1/D 1˝ 1 and the multiplication

(3-3) mH .A/..f ˝ a/˝ .g˝ b//D
X

fg.?a0/˝ a00b

for a; b 2A and f;g 2 .Aop/� .

Kashaev showed the following.
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Theorem 3.1 [18] The canonical element

S D
X

a

.1˝ ea/˝ .e
a
˝ 1/ 2H.A/˝H.A/

satisfies the pentagon relation

(3-4) S12S13S23 D S23S12 2H.A/˝3:

3.3 Drinfeld double and Heisenberg double

Let

H.A�/D .A˝A�; �H .A�/;mH .A�//

be the Heisenberg double of the dual Hopf algebra A� of A, where we identify .A�/�

and A in the standard way.

Set Aopcop D .A; �;mop; ";�op; ; �1/. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2 The algebras H.A�/ and H.A/op are isomorphic via the unique isomor-
phism � ı � such that

� D �A�;AW H.A
�/!H.Aopcop/op; x˝f 7! f ˝x;

� D x �˝  W H.Aopcop/op
!H.A/op; f ˝x 7! x �.f /˝  .x/:

Proof We have

�.x˝f / �H .Aopcop/op �.y˝g/D .f ˝x/ �H .Aopcop/op .g˝y/

D .g˝y/ �H .Aopcop/ .f ˝x/

D

X
g �.A�/op hf; ? �Aop y00i˝y0 �Aop x

D

X
hf;y00 ?ig˝xy0

D

X
hf 0;y00if 00g˝xy0

D

X
f 00g˝xy0hf 0;y00i

D

X
�.xy0hf 0;y00i˝f 00g/

D

X
�.xh?f 0;yi˝f 00g/

D �..x˝f / �H .A�/ .y˝g//;
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and

�.f ˝x/ �H .A/op �.g˝y/D .x �.f /˝  .x// �H .A/op .x �.g/˝  .y//

D .x �.g/˝  .y// �H .A/ .x
�.f /˝  .x//

D

X
x �.g/hx �.f /; ? .y/0i˝  .y/00 .x/

D

X
x �.g/x �.f /0hx �.f /00;  .y/0i˝  .y/00 .x/

D

X
x �.g/x �.f 00/hx �.f 0/;  .y00/i˝  .y0/ .x/

D

X
.x �˝  /.hf 0;y00if 00g˝xy0/

D

X
.x �˝  /.hf;y00 ?ig˝xy0/

D

X
�.g �.A�/op hf; ? �Aop y00i˝y0 �Aop x/

D �..g˝y/ �H .Aopcop/ .f ˝x//

D �..f ˝x/ �H .Aopcop/op .g˝y//;

which completes the proof.

Set

�.1˝ ea/D
X

1˝ e0a˝ 1˝  .e00a/ 2H.A/˝H.A/op;(3-5)

�.ea
˝ 1/D

X
.ea/00˝ 1˝ x �..ea/0/˝ 1 2H.A/˝H.A/op:(3-6)

Kashaev [18] stated without proof that the Drinfeld double D.A/ can be realized as
a subalgebra in the tensor product H.A/˝H.A/op of the Heisenberg double H.A/

and its opposite algebra H.A/op as follows.6

Theorem 3.3 [18] There is a unique algebra homomorphism

(3-7) �W D.A/!H.A/˝H.A/op

extending (3-5) and (3-6).

Proof We define �W D.A/!H.A/˝H.A/op by

� DmH .A/˝H .A/op ı ..1˝�/˝2
˝ .�˝1/˝2/ ı .1˝ x �˝ 1˝  / ı .�op

˝�/I

ie, for f 2A� and x 2A, we have

�.f ˝x/D
X
hx �.f 0/00;  .x00/0if 00˝x0˝ x �.f 0/0˝  .x00/00

D

X
hf 0;x000if 000˝x0˝ x �.f 00/˝  .x00/:

6In [18] Kashaev uses H.A�/ instead of H.A/op .
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The map � is an algebra homomorphism as shown by

�.1˝x/�.1˝y/D
�X

1˝x0˝1˝ .x00/
�
�H .A/˝H .A/op

�X
1˝y0˝1˝ .y00/

�
D

X
1˝x0y0˝1˝ .x00/�Aop .y00/

D

X
1˝.xy/0˝1˝ ..xy/00/

D�..1˝x/�D.A/.1˝y//;

�.f˝1/�.g˝1/D
�X

f 00˝1˝x �.f 0/˝1
�
�H .A/˝H .A/op

�X
g00˝1˝x �.g0/˝1

�
D

X
f 00g00˝1˝x �.f 0/�.A�/op x �.g0/˝1

D

X
.fg/00˝1˝x �..fg/0/˝1

D�..f˝1/�D.A/.g˝1//;

�.f˝1/�.1˝x/D
�X

f 00˝1˝x �.f 0/˝1
�
�H .A/˝H .A/op

�X
1˝x0˝1˝ .x00/

�
D

X
f 00˝x0˝hx �.f 0/00; .x00/0ix �.f 0/0˝ .x00/00

D

X
hf 0;x000if 000˝x0˝x �.f 00/˝ .x00/

D�.f˝x/

D�..f˝1/�D.A/.1˝x//;

and

�.1˝x/�.f˝ 1/

D

�X
1˝x.1/˝ 1˝  .x.2//

�
�H .A/˝H .A/op

�X
f .2/˝ 1˝ x �.f .1//˝ 1

�
D

X
hf .3/;x.1/if .2/˝x.2/˝ x �.f .1//˝  .x.3//

D

X
hf .4/;x.1/i".f .1//".x.4//f .3/˝x.2/˝ x �.f .2//˝  .x.3//

D

X
hf .4/;x.1/ihf .1/; x .x.5//x.4/if .3/˝x.2/˝ x �.f .2//˝  .x.3//

D

X
hf .5/;x.1/ihf .1/; x .x.5//ihf .2/;x.4/if .4/˝x.2/˝ x �.f .3//˝  .x.3//

D �
�
hf .1/;  .x.3//ihf .3/;x.1/if .2/˝x.2/

�
D �

�
.1˝x/ �D.A/ .f˝ 1/

�
;

where the fourth identity follows from mop.1˝ x /�D �".
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The map � satisfies (3-5) and (3-6) as follows:

�.1˝ ea/D
X
h1; e000a i1˝ e0a˝ 1˝  .e00a/D

X
1˝ e0a˝ 1˝  .e00a/D �.1˝ ea/;

�.ea
˝ 1/D

X
h.ea/0; 1i.ea/000˝ 1˝ .x �.ea/00/˝ 1

D

X
.ea/00˝ 1˝ x �..ea/0/˝ 1D �.ea

˝ 1/:

Set

yRD�˝2.R/D
X

a

�.1˝ea/˝�.e
a
˝1/

D

X
1˝e0a˝1˝ .e00a/˝.e

a/00˝1˝x �..ea/0/˝12 .H.A/˝H.A/op/˝2:

Since �˝2 is an algebra homomorphism, the element yR also satisfies the quantum
Yang–Baxter equation

(3-8) yR12
yR13
yR23 D

yR23
yR13
yR12;

where we use the notation (2-1) treating H.A/˝H.A/op as one algebra. If we treat
H.A/˝H.A/op as the tensor of H.A/ and H.A/op , we have

yR1234
yR1256

yR3456 D
yR3456

yR1256
yR1234:

Set

zea WD  .ea/; ze
b
WD x �.eb/;

and set
S 0 D

X
.1˝zea/˝ .e

a
˝ 1/ 2H.A/op

˝H.A/;

S 00 D
X

.1˝ ea/˝ .ze
a
˝ 1/ 2H.A/˝H.A/op;

zS D
X

.1˝zea/˝ .ze
a
˝ 1/ 2H.A/op

˝H.A/op:

Kashaev showed the following.

Theorem 3.4 [18] We have

(3-9) yRD S 0014S13
zS24S 023 2 .H.A/˝H.A/op/˝2:

Proposition 3.5 [18] The quantum Yang–Baxter equation (3-8) in .H.A/˝H.A/op/˝3

is a consequence of the following variations of the pentagon equation for the tensors
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S , S 0 , S 00 and zS :

S23S12 D S12S13S23; S23S 012 D S 012S 013S23;(3-10)

S 0023S12 D S12S 0013S 0023; S 0023S 012 D S 012S 0013S 0023;(3-11)

and

S 023S13S 0012 D S 0012S 023; S 023S 013
zS12 D

zS12S 023;(3-12)

zS23S 0013S 0012 D S 0012S 0023;
zS23
zS13
zS12 D

zS12
zS23:(3-13)

4 Reconstruction of the universal quantum invariant

Let D.A/ be the Drinfeld double of A. Recall from (2-3) the element uD
P
 .ˇ/˛DP

x �.ea/˝ ea with RD
P
˛˝ˇ D

P
.1˝ ea/˝ .e

a˝ 1/. We have a ribbon Hopf
algebra

D.A/� DD.A/Œ� �=.�2
�u .u//

with the ribbon element � (see eg [20]).

We also consider the algebra

.H.A/˝H.A/op/
x�
D .H.A/˝H.A/op/Œx��=

�
x�2
��.u .u//

�
and extend � to the map

�W D.A/� ! .H.A/˝H.A/op/
x�

by �.�/D x� .

In this section, we define tangle invariant J 00 using .H.A/˝H.A/op/
x� , which turns

out to be the image of tensor power of � of the universal invariant associated to D.A/�

(Theorem 4.1).

In what follows, for simplicity, we use the notation

f x D f ˝x 2A�˝A

for f 2A� and x 2A. In particular we have

S D
X

a

ea
˝ ea; S 0 D

X
a

zea
˝ ea; S 00 D

X
a

ea
˝zea; zS D

X
a

zea
˝zea:
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4.1 Reconstruction of the universal quantum invariant using the
Heisenberg double

Let T D T1 [ � � � [ Tn be an n–component, framed, ordered tangle. Similarly to
Section 2.2, set

N
.H˝H op/x�

D Spankfab� ba j a; b 2 .H.A/˝H.A/op/
x�
g � .H.A/˝H.A/op/

x� :

For i D 1; : : : ; n, let

(4-1) .H.A/˝H.A/op/
x�
i D

(
.H.A/˝H.A/op/

x� if @Ti 6D∅;
.H.A/˝H.A/op/

x�=N
.H .A/˝H .A/op/x�

if @Ti D∅:

Take a diagram D of T . We define an element J 0.D/ 2
N

i.H.A/˝H.A/op/
x�
i

modifying the definition of J.T / as follows.

We duplicate D and thicken the left strands following the orientation, and denote the
result by �.D/. See Figures 6, left, and 7, right, for examples.

Then we put labels on crossings as in Figure 8, where each  0 and each .x �/0 should
be replaced with  and x � , respectively, if the string is oriented upwards, and with the
identities otherwise.

We define the .2i�1/st and the 2i th tensorands of J 0.D/ as the product of the labels
on the thin and the thick strands, respectively, obtained by duplicating Ti , where the
labels are read off reversing the orientation, and written from left to right. Here, if Ti

is a closed component, then we choose a point p on Ti and denote by p0 (resp. p00 )
the image of p by the duplicating procedure on the thin (resp. thick) strand. We read
the labels of the thin (resp. thick) strand from p0 (resp. p00 ).

ia

ib

ic

id

ja

jb

jc

jd

Figure 6: A tangle C (left), the diagram �.C / (middle) and parameters for
�.C / (right)
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ia

ib

ic

id

ja

jb

jc

jd

ka

kb

kc

kd

la

lb

lc

ld

Figure 7: A tangle T41 (left), the diagram �.T41/ (middle), and parameters
for �.T41/ (right)

Let

(4-2) . /W {tangle diagrams}! {tangle diagrams}; D 7!D. /;

where D. / is the diagram obtained from D by respectively replacing each of
and with

and
:

For i D 1; : : : ; n, let Di be the subdiagram of D corresponding to Ti . We define
d.Di/ as the number of minus the number of in Di .

. 0˝ .x �/0/.S/ . 0˝ .x �/0/.S 0/ . 0˝ .x �/0/.S 00/ . 0˝ .x �/0/. zS/

. 0˝ .x �/0/.S�1/ . 0˝ .x �/0/..S 0/�1/ . 0˝ .x �/0/..S 00/�1/ . 0˝ .x �/0/.. zS/�1/

Figure 8: Labels on crossings
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Set
J 00.D/D

�Y
i

x�
d.Di /
i

�
J 0.D. // 2

O
i

.H.A/˝H.A/op/
x�
i ;

where x�i is defined following the notation (2-1).

Theorem 4.1 We have

�˝n
ıJ.T /D J 00.D/ 2

O
i

.H.A/˝H.A/op/
x�
i :

If moreover T is a braid, which is a 0–framed tangle with no maxima or minima, then
we have D DD. / and

Q
i
x�

d.Di /
i D 1. Thus we have the following.

Corollary 4.2 If T is a braid, then we have

�˝n
ıJ.T /D J 0.D/ 2

O
i

.H.A/˝H.A/op/i ;

where .H.A/˝H.A/op/i is defined similarly to (4-1) using H.A/˝H.A/op instead
of .H.A/˝H.A/op/

x� .

Let f .Di/D #{positive self-crossings of Di }� #{negative self-crossings of Di } be
the framing of Di . Set

J 0.D/D

�Y
i

x�
f .Di /
i

�
J 0.D/ 2

O
i

.H.A/˝H.A/op/
x�
i :

We use the following lemma to prove Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 4.3 Let T be an n–component framed tangle, and let T 0 denote T with
0–framing. Let D be a diagram of T . We have

�˝n
ıJ.T 0/D J 0.D. // 2

O
i

.H.A/˝H.A/op/
x�
i :

Proof For a positive (resp. negative) crossing cD c1[c2 , where c1 is the understrand,
let c0 be a tangle obtained by inserting a negative (resp. positive) kink into the bottom

Figure 9: How to insert a kink to a crossing
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a
b

c
d

a
b

c

d

Figure 10: Labels on the colored diagrams �.c˙/ associated to positive and
negative crossings c˙

of c1 ; see Figure 9 for examples. We take a diagram D0 of T 0 obtained from D. /

by replacing each self-crossing c by c0 so that the framings vanish.

Since the labels on D. / to define J 0 are only on crossings (since there are no
and ), in order to prove the assertion it is enough to show

(1) �˝2 ıJ.c˙/D J 0.c˙/,

(2) �˝2 ıJ.c0
˙
/D x�˙1

1
J 0.c˙/,

for a positive (resp. negative) crossing cC (resp. c� ) with each strand oriented arbitrar-
ily.

Assume that each strand of c˙ is oriented downwards. Then (1) follows from

�˝2
ıJ.cC/D yR1234 D S 0014S13

zS24S 023

D

X
a;b;c;d

eaeb˝zedzec ˝ ebec
˝zea
zed
D J 0.cC/;

�˝2
ıJ.c�/D yR

�1
1234 D .S

0
23/
�1. zS24/

�1.S13/
�1.S 0014/

�1

D

X
a;b;c;d

ubuc ˝ zuazud ˝uaub
˝ zud

zuc
D J 0.c�/;

where ua , ua , zua , zua are defined byX
a

ua˝ua
D S�1

D

X
a

 .ea/˝ea;
X

a

zua˝ua
D .S 0/�1

D

X
a

 .zea/˝ea;X
a

ua˝zu
a
D .S 00/�1

D

X
a

 .ea/˝ze
a;

X
a

zua˝zu
a
D zS�1

D

X
a

 .zea/˝ze
a
I

see Figure 10.

Since the universal invariant of a positive (resp. negative) kink is equal to ��1 (resp. � ),
we have J.c0

˙
/D �˙1

1
J.c˙/. Thus (2) follows from

�˝2
ıJ.c0

˙/D �
˝2.�˙1

1 J.c˙//D x�
˙1
1 .�˝2

ıJ /.c˙/D x�
˙1
1 J 0.c˙/;

where the last identity follows from (1).
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For a crossing c˙ with other orientations, (1) and (2) follow similarly from

�˝2
ı .D.A/˝ 1/.R/D

X
a;b;c;d

 .zec/ .zed /˝  .eb/ .ea/˝ ebec
˝zea
zed ;

�˝2
ı .1˝ D.A//.R/D

X
a;b;c;d

eaeb˝zedzec ˝ x
�.zed /x �.zea/˝ x �.ec/x �.eb/;

�˝2
ı .D.A/˝ 1/.R�1/D

X
a;b;c;d

 .zud / .zua/˝  .uc/ .ub/˝uaub
˝ zud

zuc ;

�˝2
ı .1˝ D.A//.R

�1/D
X

a;b;c;d

ubud ˝ zuazud ˝ x
�.zuc/x �.zud /˝ x �.ub/x �.ua/;

which completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4.1 By Lemma 4.3 we have

�˝n
ıJ.T /D �˝n

��Y
i

�
�f .Di /
i

�
J.T 0/

�
D

�Y
i

x�
�f .Di /
i

�
.�˝n

ıJ.T 0//

D

�Y
i

x�
�f .Di /
i

�
J 0.D. //

D

�Y
i

x�
�f .Di /
i

��Y
i

x�
f ..D. //i /

i

�
J 0.D. //

D

�Y
i

x�
d.Di /
i

�
J 0.D. //:

For the example with C , with the parameters as in Figure 6, right, we have

J 0C D
X

ia;ib;ic ;id ;ja;jb;jc ;jd

 .eic
/ .eid

/x �.ejd /x �.eja/

˝ .zeib
/ .zeia

/x �.zejc /x �.zejb /

˝eja
ejb

eib eic˝zejd
zejc
ze iaze id :

For the example with T41 , with the parameters as in Figure 7, right, summing over all
i , j , k and l , we have

J 0T41
D

X
x �.uic /x �.uid / .ujd

/ .uja
/elb elc eka

ekb

�ujaujb uib
uic
x �.ekd /x �.eka/ .elc

/ .eld
/

˝ x �.zuib /x �.zuia/ .zujc
/ .zujb

/ze laze ld zekd
zekc

� zujd zujc zuia
zuid
x �.zekc /x �.zekb / .zelb

/ .zela
/:
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5 Extension of the universal quantum invariant to an
invariant for colored diagrams

In this section we define colored diagrams and extend the map J 0 to an invariant for
colored diagrams up to colored moves.

5.1 Colored diagrams and an extension of J 0

In what follows, we consider also a virtual crossing as in Figure 11, which we call a
symmetry. By a crossing we mean only a real crossing.

A colored diagram Z is a virtual tangle diagram consisting of thin strands and thick
strands, which is obtained by pasting, horizontally and vertically, copies of fundamental
tangle diagrams in Figure 2 and copies of the symmetry, where the thickness of each
strand are arbitrary.

Let CD be the set of colored diagrams. For �D .�1; : : : ; �n/; �D .�1; : : : ; �n/2f˙g
n ,

we denote by
CD.�I �/� CD

the set of n–component colored diagrams Z DZ1[ � � � [Zn such that

Zi is thin () �i DC; Zi is thick () �i D�;

@Zi ¤∅ () �i DC; @Zi D∅ () �i D�:

For i D 1; : : : ; n, set

H.A/Ci DH.A/; H.A/�i DH.A/=NH .A/;

.H.A/op/Ci DH.A/op; .H.A/op/�i DH.A/op=NH .A/op :

We define the map

J 0W CD.�I �/!
O
�iDC

H.A/
�i

i ˝

O
�jD�

.H.A/op/
�j
j

in a similar way to the definition of J 0 in Section 4, ie by putting the labels on the
crossings as in Figure 8, not putting label for other fundamental tangle diagrams, and
by taking the product of the labels.

Figure 11: A symmetry, where the orientation of each strand is arbitrary
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� � � � � � � �

D D

Figure 12: The colored Pachner .2; 3/ moves, where the orientation and the
thickness of each �–marked strand are arbitrary

D

Figure 13: The colored .0; 2/ moves, where the orientation and the thickness
of each strand are arbitrary

5.2 Colored moves

We define several moves on colored diagrams as follows.

The colored Pachner .2; 3/ moves are defined in Figure 12. Note that each colored
Pachner .2; 3/ move involves a symmetry, and thus is not the Reidemeister III move
on tangle diagrams.

The colored .0; 2/ moves are defined in Figure 13.

The symmetry moves are defined in Figure 14.

The planar isotopies are defined in Figure 15.7

We call each of the above move a colored move.

Let �c be the equivalence relation on the set of colored diagrams generated by all
colored moves.

Similarly, let �0c be the equivalence relation on the set of colored diagrams generated
by colored moves except for the moves in Figure 16.

Theorem 5.1 The map J 0 is invariant under �0c . If  2 D 1, then the map J 0 is also
invariant under �c .

Proof Let Z and Z0 be two colored diagrams.

7It is known that if two tangle diagrams D and D0 are planar isotopic to each other, then D and D0

are related by a sequence of the moves defined in Figure 15; see eg [17].
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D D

D D

Figure 14: The symmetry moves, where the orientation and thickness of each
strand are arbitrary

If Z and Z0 are related by a colored Pachner .2; 3/ move with strands oriented
downwards, then J 0.Z/D J 0.Z0/ follows from the pentagon relations (3-10)–(3-13).
If some �–marked strands are upwards, then J 0.Z/DJ 0.Z0/ follows from the pentagon
relations, after applying the antipode on each tensorand corresponding to an upward
strand.

If Z and Z0 are related by a colored .0; 2/ move, then J 0.Z/D J 0.Z0/ follows from
the invertibility of S , S 0 , S 00 and zS .

If Z and Z0 are related by a symmetry move, or by a planar isotopy which does not
involve a crossing, then it is easy to see J 0.Z/D J 0.Z0/.

Let us assume that Z and Z0 are related by a planar isotopy which involves a crossing.
Recall that S 2 H.A/˝H.A/, S 0 2 H.A/op˝H.A/, S 00 2 H.A/˝H.A/op and
zS 2H.A/op˝H.A/op . If the planar isotopy is not in Figure 16, then J 0.Z/D J 0.Z0/

follows from

. ˝ 1/.S/D S�1; .1˝ x �/.S�1/D S; . ˝ x �/.S/D S;

. ˝ 1/.S 0/D .S 0/�1; .1˝ x �/..S 0/�1/D S 0; . ˝ x �/.S 0/D S 0;

. ˝ 1/.S 00/D .S 00/�1; .1˝ x �/..S 00/�1/D S 00; . ˝ x �/.S 00/D S 00;

. ˝ 1/. zS/D zS�1; .1˝ x �/. zS�1/D zS ; . ˝ x �/. zS/D zS :

D D D D D

Figure 15: The planar isotopies, where the orientation and thickness of each
strand are arbitrary
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� � � � � � � �

�
�

�
�

D D

D D

Figure 16: The colored moves which are not in generators for �0c , where the
orientation and the thickness of each �–marked strand are arbitrary

If the planar isotopy is in Figure 16, then we have J 0.Z/D J 0.Z0/ if  2 D 1, by

.1˝ x �/.S/D S�1; . ˝ 1/.S�1/D S;

.1˝ x �/.S 0/D .S 0/�1; . ˝ 1/..S 0/�1/D S 0;

.1˝ x �/.S 00/D .S 00/�1; . ˝ 1/..S 00/�1/D S 00;

.1˝ x �/. zS/D zS�1; . ˝ 1/. zS�1/D zS :

If Z and Z0 are related by a colored Pachner .2; 3/ move in Figure 16, ie a colored
Pachner .2; 3/ move with middle strands oriented upwards, then Z and Z0 are related
by planar isotopy and the colored Pachner .2; 3/ move with middle strands oriented
downwards. Thus we have J 0.Z/D J 0.Z0/ by the above argument.

Thus we have the assertion.

5.3 Tangles and colored diagrams

Recall from Section 4.1 the diagram �.D/ associated to a tangle diagram D . Actually
�.D/ is nothing but a colored diagram and � defines a map

�W {tangle diagrams}! {colored diagrams}:

Let �RII;III be the regular isotopy, ie the equivalence relation of tangle diagrams
generated by Reidemeister II, III moves and planar isotopies of tangle diagrams. We
have the following.

Theorem 5.2 Let D and D0 be two diagrams such that D �RII;III D0 . Then we have
�.D/�c �.D/.
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Figure 17: A realization of a Reidemeister II move using colored moves

Proof Let D and D0 be two tangle diagrams related by a Reidemeister II move.
We can transform �.D/ to �.D0/ by applying colored .0; 2/ moves four times; see
Figure 17 for the case that each strand is oriented downwards.

Let D and D0 be two tangle diagrams related by a Reidemeister III move. We can
transform �.D/ to �.D0/ by applying colored Pachner .2; 3/ moves eight times; see
Figure 18 for the case that each strand is oriented downwards.

Let D and D0 be two tangle diagrams that are related by the planar isotopy. Then we can
also transform �.D/ to �.D0/ by the planar isotopies; see Figure 19 for examples.

Note that the diagrammatic transformations in Figure 18 induce algebraic equations
via the universal invariant J 0 , which gives a proof of Proposition 3.5. See Table 1 for
the situation.

Figure 18: A realization of a Reidemeister III move using colored moves
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D

D D

Figure 19: Realizations of planar isotopies using colored moves

topological situation algebraic situation

Reidemeister III move quantum Yang–Baxter equation
colored Pachner .2; 3/ moves pentagon relations
Figure 18 (colored .2; 3/ move) RIII move) Proposition 3.5 (pentagon relation

) quantum Yang–Baxter equation)

Table 1: The correspondence between transformations and equations, induced
by the universal invariant J 0

6 Three-dimensional descriptions: colored diagrams and
colored singular triangulations

In this section, we associate a colored tetrahedron to each crossing of a colored
diagram Z and define a colored cell complex associated to Z . Using a colored cell
complex we define a colored singular triangulation of a topological space. As a result,
the universal quantum invariant J 0 turns out to be an invariant of colored singular
triangulations, where a copy of the S–tensor is attached to each colored tetrahedron.

6.1 Colored tetrahedra

Consider a tetrahedron � in the oriented space R3 with an ordering of its 2–faces
f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 . We stick � by two strands going into � at f1 (resp. f3 ) and out
of � at f2 (resp. f4 ). Note that there are two types of such tetrahedra up to rotation
as in Figure 20, where such a tetrahedra is presented by a crossing so that the strand
piercing f1 and f2 is over. We consider two types of strands, depicted by thick and
thin strands, and then there are eight types of such tetrahedra, which we call colored
tetrahedra, presented by eight types of crossings as in Figure 21.
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1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

f1

f2

f3
f4

f1

f2

f3
f4

Figure 20: Two types of tetrahedra which are attached to two ordered strands

6.2 Colored diagrams and colored cell complexes

We define a colored cell complex C.Z/ associated to a colored diagram Z as follows.

Recall that Z consists of fundamental tangles and symmetries. Let fc1; : : : ; ckg be
the set of crossings in Z . To each crossing ci , associate a colored tetrahedron �i as in
Section 6.1. See Figure 22 for an example.

We define C.Z/ to be the cell complex obtained from colored tetrahedra �1; : : : ; �k

by gluing them along their 2–faces as follows:

(1) 2–faces F and F 0 of �1; : : : ; �k are glued if and only if F and F 0 are adjacent
along Z .

(2) We mark by � the vertex of each 2–face of �1; : : : ; �k as in Figure 23 depending
on the thickness of strands and the order of the faces in a tetrahedron, and glue
adjacent faces F and F 0 so that the �–marked vertices are attached.

6.3 Colored singular triangulations and colored ideal triangulations

For a space X , a singular triangulation (see eg [32; 2]) of X consists of a finite-index
set I , a function d W I!N , and continuous maps fi W �

d.i/!X for i 2 I , where �n

is the standard n simplex, such that .I; d; ffigi2I / is a finite cell decomposition of X ,

Figure 21: Colored tetrahedra
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Figure 22: How to associate tetrahedra on a colored diagram

and for each i 2 I and a face F in �d.i/ , the restriction fi jF is the composition fj ıg

of an affine isomorphism gW F !�d.j/ and fj for some j 2 I .

Let C.Z/ be the colored cell complex of a colored diagram Z , which we can naturally
regard a singular triangulation. Consider

X D C.Z/=.e1 D e01; : : : ; ek D e0k ; v1 D v
0
1; : : : ; vl D v

0
l/

to be a singular triangulation obtained from C.Z/ by identifying some pairs of edges
.e1; e

0
1
/; : : : ; .ek ; e

0
k
/, where k � 0, and some pairs of vertices .v1; v

0
1
/; : : : ; .vl ; v

0
l
/,

where l � 0, in C.Z/. We call X a colored singular triangulation (coloring) of type Z .
In particular, if X is an ideal triangulation of some topological space zX , then we call
it a colored ideal triangulation of zX .

Let CT .Z/ be the set of colored singular triangulations of type Z and set

CT D
[

Z2CD

CT .Z/:

Remark 6.1 In this remark, we assume 3–manifolds are connected, compact, oriented,
and with nonempty boundary.

In [9; 6; 7], Benedetti–Petronio and Baseilhac–Benedetti used so-called N–graphs to
represent branched ideal triangulations of a 3–manifolds and dual oriented standard

f1

f2

f3

f4

f1

f2

f3

f4

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

Figure 23: How to mark a vertex of each triangle by �
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branched spines of them. In this remark we consider abstract N–graphs, ie we do not
take planar immersions of them.

Let BT R the set of branched ideal triangulations of 3–manifolds, BSP the set of
oriented standard branched spines of 3–manifolds, and NG the set of N–graphs with
the color 0 2 Z=3Z on every edge.

We have the bijections

NG! BSP; G 7! BSP.G/;

NG! BT R; G 7! BTR.G/;

where BSP.G/ is obtained from G [6] so that a 4–valent vertex encodes a branched
tetrahedron, and BTR.G/ is the branched ideal triangulation, which is the dual of the
oriented standard branched spine BSP.G/.

Let CCD be the set of equivalence classes of closed colored diagrams up to planar
isotopies and symmetry moves. We have the surjective map

pW CCD!NG; Z 7! p.Z/;

where p.Z/ is the N–graph obtained from Z by reversing the orientation of thick
strands.

It is not difficult to check that the branched ideal triangulation BTR.p.Z// is the colored
singular triangulation of type Z obtained from C.Z/ by identifying some edges and
vertices so that BSP.p.Z// becomes a standard spine, ie so that the complement of
the vertices in the singular set of BSP.p.Z// is a union of segments, and that the
complement of the singular set in BSP.p.Z// is a union of disks. For an example with
link complements, see the proof of Proposition 7.1.

6.4 Colored moves and colored singular triangulations

We can translate colored moves on the set CD of colored diagrams defined in Section 5.2
to moves on the set CT of colored singular triangulations as follows.

For colored diagrams Z and Z0 , let X and X 0 be colored singular triangulations of
types Z and Z0 , respectively. Let

 W C.Z/!X;  0W C.Z0/!X 0

be the projections. We say that X and X 0 are related by a colored Pachner .2; 3/ move if
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(1) the colored diagrams Z and Z0 are related by a colored Pachner .2; 3/ move, and

(2)  D  0 on the exteriors C.Z/ nW D C.Z0/ nW 0 , where W (resp. W 0 ) is the
subcomplex of C.Z/ (resp. C.Z0/) consisting of the three (resp. two) tetrahedra
corresponding to the three (resp. two) crossings of Z (resp. Z0 ) involved in the
colored Pachner .2; 3/ move.

We define other colored moves on colored singular triangulations similarly.

Then the colored Pachner .2; 3/ move on CT turns out to be the Pachner .2; 3/ move
on singular triangulations, defined in Figure 24, left, replacing two tetrahedra sharing
one face with three tetrahedra, or its inverse. See Figure 25 for an example, where
we color overstrands red and understrands blue so that we can distinguish them in
3–spaces in the lowest picture.

The colored .0; 2/ move on CT turns out to be the .0; 2/ move on singular triangula-
tions, defined in Figure 24, right, replacing two adjacent 2–faces with two tetrahedra,
or its inverse.

Correspondingly to the equivalence relations �c and �0c on CD , we define the equiva-
lence relations �ct and �0ct on CT ; ie �ct is generated by all colored moves, and �0ct

is generated by colored moves except for the moves in Figure 16.

Let � W CT ! CD be the map such that �.X /DZ for X 2 CT .Z/.

For �D .�1; : : : ; �m/ and �D .�1; : : : ; �m/ in f˙gm for m�0, recall from Section 5.1
the subset CD.�I �/� CD . Let CT .�I �/ be the set of colored singular triangulations
of types in CD.�I �/. Note that CT D

S
�;�2f˙gm;m�0 CT .�I �/.

Proposition 6.2 The composition

J 0 ı� W CT .�I �/!
O
i2IC

H.A/
�i

i ˝

O
j2I�

.H.A/op/
�j
j

of the restriction of � to CT .�I �/ and the universal quantum invariant J 0 is invariant
under �0ct . If  2 D 1, then J 0 ı� is also invariant under �ct .

Figure 24: The Pachner .2; 3/ move (left) and the .0; 2/ move (right)
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colored Pachner .2; 3/ move

3 2 1 3 2 1

J 00
pentagon relation

ABD ACD AEC
ABD ACD AEC

ABC

ADE

BED

CDE

ABE BEC BCD
ABE BEC BCD

3 2 1
3 2 1

A

B
C

D

A

B

C

E

A
C

E
DA

B

D

E

B
C

D
E

D

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

E

A

B

C

D

E

A
B

D

E

A C

D

E

B
C

D

E

1

23

1

2

3

1

2
3

Pachner .2; 3/ move

Figure 25: A colored Pachner .2; 3/ move of colored diagrams and a Pachner
.2; 3/ move of colored cell complexes, whose image under J 0 turns out to be
the pentagon relation S23S12 D S12S13S23

Proof Note that the projection map � induces the map

CT =�0ct ! CD=�0c .resp. CT =�ct ! CD=�c/;

which shows the invariance of J 0 ı� under �0ct (resp. �ct if  2 D 1).

We call J 0 ı� the universal quantum invariant of colored singular triangulations. The
invariance of J 0ı� under colored Pachner .2; 3/ moves is shown by pentagon relations.
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0 1

1
2

1

P1P2 Pn

p1 p2 pn

C1

�1

Figure 26: A punctured disk (left) and its leaves-ideal triangulation (right)

7 Octahedral triangulation of tangle complements

In this section we define ideal triangulations of tangle complements, and construct
examples called the octahedral triangulations. We will show that the octahedral
triangulation associated to a tangle diagram D naturally admits a structure of a colored
ideal triangulation of type �.D/.

7.1 Ideal triangulations of tangle complements

Let M be a compact manifold of dimension n� 3, possibly with nonempty boundary.
Let F be an .n�1/–submanifold of @M . Let F1; : : : ;Fk be the connected components
of F . Let M�F denote the topological space obtained from M by collapsing each Fi

into a point. An ideal triangulation of the pair .M;F / is defined to be a singular
triangulation of M �F such that each vertex of the singular triangulation is on a point
arising from F .

Let Dn D Œ0; 1�
2 n .P1 [ � � � [Pn/ be a punctured disk, where P1; : : : ;Pn are small

disks with the centers arranged on the line Œ0; 1� �
˚

1
2

	
as in Figure 26, left. We

define the leaves-ideal triangulation ln of Dn to be the ideal triangulation of the
pair

�
Dn; .Œ0; 1�� f0; 1g/[ @P1[ � � � [ @Pn

�
as in Figure 26, right, where �1, C1,

p1; : : : ;pn denote the vertices corresponding to Œ0; 1��f0g, Œ0; 1��f1g, @P1; : : : ; @Pn ,
respectively. Here we formally define l0 as a segment having f˙1g as its vertices. In
particular we call l1 a leaf.

Let T D T1 [ � � � [ Tn be an n–component tangle. Let E D Œ0; 1�3 nN.T / be the
complement of T in the cube, where N.T / is a tubular neighborhood of T in the
cube. Let FT be the intersection @E \N.T /, which consists of annuli and tori. Then
an ideal triangulation of the tangle complement E of T in the cube is defined to be
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an ideal triangulation of .E;FT [FzD0[FzD1/, where FzD0 D Œ0; 1�� Œ0; 1�� f0g

and FzD1 D Œ0; 1�� Œ0; 1�� f1g, such that its restriction to each boundary component
Œ0; 1� � f0; 1g � Œ0; 1� is a leaves-ideal triangulation. The vertices corresponding to
FzD0 , and FzD1 are denoted by �1 and C1, respectively.

7.2 Colored ideal triangulations for octahedral triangulations of tangle
complements

A tangle diagram D is called nonsplitting if

(1) the 4–regular plane graph giving the diagram D is connected, and

(2) there is not a component of D such that crossings along the path of the component
are only overpassing or only underpassing.

Let T be a tangle and D its nonsplitting diagram which has at least one crossing. We
define a cell complex O.D/, which we call the octahedral triangulation associated
to D , which is an ideal triangulation of the tangle complement E . If in addition D

is a link diagram, then O.D/ is nothing but the octahedral triangulation studied in eg
[10; 34] in the context of the hyperbolic geometry.

Step 1 Take a colored diagram. Recall from Section 4 the colored diagram �.D/

obtained from D by duplicating and thickening the left strands following the orientation.

Step 2 (preparing and placing octahedra) Let fc1; : : : ckg be the set of crossings of
the diagram D . In a neighborhood of �.ci/, there are four crossings t i

1
, t i

2
, t i

3
, t i

4
as

in Figure 27, where t i
1

is the right crossing when we see strands oriented downwards,
and t i

2
, t i

3
, t i

4
are defined one by one in a counterclockwise order. As in Figure 27,

for j D 1; 2; 3; 4, we associate a tetrahedron ƒi
j D ni

j ze
i
j ze
0i
j si

j to each t i
j . Then we

glue the four tetrahedra ƒi
1

, ƒi
2

, ƒi
3

, ƒi
4

together to obtain an octahedron oi D

niei
12

ei
23

ei
34

ei
41

si so that ni
j , ze i

j , ze 0ij and si
j are going to ni , ei

j�1;j
, ei

j ;jC1
and si ,

respectively, where the index j should be considered modulo 4. We place oi between
the two original strands of ci so that ni and si are placed on the overstrand and the
understrand, respectively.

Step 3 (gluing octahedra) We glue the octahedra o1; : : : ; ok as follows.

For each positive (resp. negative) crossing ci , we pull the vertices ei
23

and ei
41

(resp.
ei

12
and ei

34
) upwards, put them on C1, and glue the two edges ni–ei

23
and ni–e41

(resp. ni–ei
12

and ni–e34 ). Similarly, pull the vertices ei
12

and ei
34

(resp. ei
23

and ei
41

)
downwards, put them on �1, and glue the two edges si–ei

12
and si–e34 (resp. si–ei

23
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ci

t i
1

t i
2

t i
3

t i
4

ni
2

ze 0i2 ze i
2

si
2

ni
1
ze 0i1

ze i
1

si
1

ni
3

ze i
3

ze 0i3

si
3

ni
4

ze i
4

ze 0i
4

si
4

ni

ei
12

ei
23

ei
34

ei
41

si

Figure 27: Octahedral triangulation around a crossing

and si–e41 ); see Figure 28. Note that the boundary of the octahedron oi consists of
four leaves corresponding to the four edges of ci ; see Figure 29. We glue the octahedra
o1; : : : ; ok along the pairs of leaves which are adjacent on D so that ˙1 are attached
compatibly. We call the result the octahedral triangulation of the complement of T

associated to a diagram D , and denote it by O.D/.

It is not difficult to check that O.D/ is an ideal triangulation of the complement of T .
Moreover, we have the following.

Proposition 7.1 The octahedral triangulation O.D/ associated to a tangle diagram D

admits a colored ideal triangulation of type �.D/.

ni

ei
12ei

23

ei
34

ei
41

si

C1

�1

Figure 28: How to glue the edges in an octahedron
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C1 C1

�1 �1

C1 C1

�1 �1

Figure 29: Leaves corresponding to the four edges of a crossing

Proof Recall that in Step 2 of the definition of O.D/, we associate an octahedron oi to
each crossing ci , where the octahedron is obtained from four tetrahedra as in Figure 27.
Actually we can obtain oi also as the colored cell complex C.�.ci// as depicted in
Figure 30. In Step 3, we glued the octahedra and triangles as in Figure 31, which
follows the gluing rule of the colored tetrahedra and triangles defined in Section 6.2.
As the result we have C.�.D//, and finally we identify the edges of each octahedron
as in Figure 28, which gives O.D/, a colored ideal triangulation of type �.D/. This
completes the proof.

Remark 7.2 A tangle complement could admit more than one colored ideal triangula-
tions up to the equivalence relation �0ct , and the universal quantum invariant J 0 could
give different values on them. We expect that the universal quantum invariant is an

*

*

*

**

*

*

*

ci

t i
1

t i
2

t i
3

t i
4

ei
23

ei
23

ei
34

ei
34

ei
12

ei
12

ei
41

ei
41

ni

ni

ni

nisi

si

si

si

Figure 30: The colored ideal triangulation and the octahedron at a crossing
of a tangle
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Figure 31: How we glued the octahedra in the octahedral triangulations,
where the black dots are attached to C1 and the white dots are attached
to �1

invariant of pairs of 3–manifolds and some geometrical inputs obtained from the color,
which we will study in future work.
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